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Family Albums  
Vol II of Ostrava and its Jews. 
 
We are delighted to announce that Family Albums, the second volume of Ostrava 
and its Jews will be published by Vallentine Mitchell later this year.  It has just 
gone off to the printers.  It will be for sale at GBP 20.00 plus packing and postage 
so the charge for one copy will be: 
  
 In the UK      GBP 25.00 incl packing and postage 
 In Europe      GBP 30.00 incl packing and postage 
 
We will let you know how much it will be for other countries and for more than 1 
copy.  Please ask. 
 
The list of contents is shown here in the Appendix 
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Follow up from Newsletter #63 
 
New Year Greetings 
 
The Salomonovič sent New 
Year greetings to all the 
worlwide Ostravaks, as usual, 
but sadly it was too late for 
inclusion in Newsletter #63.  
So here it is now: 

 

 
 

Kara Buzga about Lilly Reiser 
 

I remain grateful to be an honorary Ostravak and recipient of your 

newsletters. Thank you!  

 I have always held apprehension for this day - the day when I received your 

newsletter announcing Lilly’s passing.  Lilly was a remarkable, strong, 

smart, opinionated individual and I am grateful to have learned from her and 

for the time we spent together. She enriched my life and I hope that I was 
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able to provide some comfort and joy to her. May she rest in peace with love 

protecting her and guiding her.   

X x. Kara 

 
Eva Erben about Otto Citron 
 
Eva wrote to us: 

Otto Citron was Peter’s (Eva’s late husband) cousin.  Jenny and Peter’s 

mother were sisters     

 

The Battle of Sokolovo – Peter Auerbach 
 
Peter wrote to tell us about a book on the battles of Sokolovo: 
Thank you for the newsletter and for including the photo of my Father Bedrich. 

There is a young Czech historian Jiri Kluc that is and has been researching the 

battle of Sokolov, he in fact has published at least one book on the subject. 

Many included people are of Jewish Heritage, My Father and Tom Kolsky's 

Father are noted in his book.  He also has set up the not for profit 

website/page on Facebook related to this topic. That is where I noted the 

photo of my Father on his 100th birthday. 

Peter 

 

The site is on Facebook is:  Hrdinové od Sokolovo 

 
Ann Altman and Ruth Kurzbauer 
 
Anne wrote to us about Ruth whom she recently met and she, in turn, wrote to 
us: 

Dear David, Dear Ruth, 

Thank you David, as always, for a fascinating newsletter. It is amazing how 

we are able to remain connected in these strange times.  

For example, Ruth, whom I met in Washington when I spoke at the Austrian 

Embassy about my father’s cousin Ruth Maier, has now become a 

contributor to the newsletter too. And, as she wrote, our meeting in 

Washington had a wonderful outcome for her.  

In so many ways, David, your work and that of your colleagues has brought 

the Ostravak community of Jews back to life - we are dispersed all over the 

world but your newsletter unites us.  

Thank you for all you have done. Stay safe and well, 

Ann 

 

 

Greetings Ann and David, echoing Ann's thanks to David.  

Due to the serendipitous meeting at the Austrian Embassy when Ann spoke 

so movingly for Holocaust Remembrance Day in April 2019 and the 

introduction Ann gave me to David, my family and our newly found cousin 

Judita Dunayevsky are very much in touch.  Judita and her son and husband 

visited/stayed with my sister and family in Amsterdam two weeks ago . . 

.and when the COVID situation resolves - hopefully better in spring/fall 

2021, I'll find a way to visit Prague and meet Judita and her relations. 

https://www.facebook.com/Sokolovo.ops/?__tn__=%2Cd
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I watched a fine JDC (Joint Distribution Committee) archives research 

webinair two days ago and used the JDC site to try and find anything on my 

parents and my grandparents.  I know that my mother (at age 19 and sent 

with my 21 year old dad in fall 1938 by HIAS to a tiny Ohio mining town) 

tried every angle to get our families out of Austria.  There was once a 

mention (in German between mom and dad) of an attempt to get boat tickets 

out of Lisbon.  The post 1939 story re my grandparents/aunts/uncles has 

many unknowns (except what my parents eventually told us about the brutal 

end . . .)   While researching on the JDC site (not too much, but one "case 

closed" reference to my mom's request in 1939 re her family) I came across 

the name of Margarethe Kurzbauer, who survived the war and went to 

England from a DP camp in Vienna via JDC.  Kurzbauer is such a rare 

Jewish name - I wonder if Margarethe could be some kind of relative (from 

what Judita tells me - which tracks with what my parents knew - only her 

great uncle (my cousin) Dr. Hugo Kratke and his sister (Judita's 

grandmother) survived . . .the rest of the Ostravan Kurzbauers were 

murdered . . .) 

 

Wishing you and your families health and safety, Warm regards, Ruth 

 
Schlomke Lula about Neugeboren Family 

 
Another new Ostravak, Schlomke Lula wrote to us from Israel: 
 

Hallo, shalom, I am so excited,   As all my life I looked to eva, daughter of 

my uncle poldi and mitsi. 

Is chris olley the son? 
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We passed Shulamit’s email to Chris Olley who replied to her and wrote to us: 
 

David, 

 

..thank you so much for getting Shlomit in touch with us. We had an hour and 

half on Skype two weeks ago after a few weeks of WhatsApp and sharing of letters. 

Only on Skype did I find out that she had found me because someone in Israel had 

alerted her to your newsletter. 

So, thank you so much. It turns out that we are the entirety of the family. So, it is 

now whole. We have found out so much about what happened in our family through 

the extraordinarily detailed information Radan was able to provide and we have now 

put together important and surprising details. It is quite some story, I think. I would 

be happy to make a summary as an article for a future newsletter if that would be 

suitable. 

But, once again, thank you so much. I feel just feel somehow more complete with 

such a happy resolution. And Shlomit is fabulous. An amazing character.  

 

With my very best regards, Chris 

 
Libuše Salomonovičová: The New Concert Hall 
 
Libuše sent us a translation of an article in a recent edition of TÝDEN 
 

My contemporary look back. 

 

In the last issue of the Newsletter, an article was published from Hospodářské noviny 

about the planned construction of a concert hall in Ostrava on the territory of today's 

Dr. Horáková Orchard cemetery. Many members of the Ostrava Circle of Ostrava 

residents visited this orchard, because it is not only the Memorial to the Victims of 

the Holocaust, but its left part is an old Jewish cemetery (people were buried there 

until 1961). Beneath the lawn surface lie the remains of 3,416 Ostrava´s Jews. The 

construction of the concert hall and the planned overall revitalization of the park 

sparked a heated public discussion between citizens and architects.  
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It was on part of the graves of our ancestors that a track for roller skating and a space 

for walking dogs were to be built. The chairwoman of the Ostrava Jewish 

Community spoke up and stated the fact that the premises are still in possession of 

the Jewish Community and I myself pointed out the moral imperative to respect the 

dead. 

I spoke as the chairwoman of the Ostrava Regional Office and pointed out that the 

part is still the property of the municipality, but I also spoke in defence of the 

posthumous peace of those buried here. The journalist Ivan Motýl also reminded that 

this former burial ground of Jewish citizens should be marked in a dignified manner, 

and he emphasized this with a large article in the TÝDEN magazine, which I am 

enclosing to this message. 

 

And one more little look back. I also visited the area of a large archaeological survey 

in Ostrava between Velká, Dlouhá and Pivovarská streets in recent weeks. In the 

future, buildings will be built here not only for housing,  but also cafes and shops. In 

the pre-war period, David Grün had a kosher restaurant, Markus Haberfeld ran the 

Alhambra restaurant and a cabaret here, and other Jewish owners had houses and 

shops there. The survey will be completed at the end of this year and its results will 

not only be professionally processed, but an exhibition of archaeological finds is also 

planned. 

 
Ostrava, September 2020 Salomonovičová 
 
 

Looking for Information – Please help 
 
David’s new Project:  Global List of Czech-Jewish Books 
 
I am appealing to all of you for help and information. 
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You possibly know the story of the Czech Scrolls, how sifrei torah and other 
religious artefacts from communities throughout Bohemia and Moravia were sent 
to Prague in 1942 and were stored there until 1964.  Then 1564 scrolls were 
bought from the Czechoslovak Government and arrived in Westminster 
Synagogue where subsequently the Memorial Scrolls Trust was set up. 
 
The Trust has sent out all those scrolls which were usable on loan to communities 
worldwide.  The Trust also set up a Museum and Library in Kent House, 
Knightsbridge, London.  The Trust is developing its website: 
www.memorialscrollstrust.org to include links to the synagogues which have 
scrolls on loan and also to the history of the places from which the scrolls 
originated. 
 
I am leading a new project to develop a list of books by Czech Jews or about 
Czech Jews and Judaica.  The project is in two parts, A & B, the first priority being 
books in print.  Part A is itself split into two: 
 
Books in print 

 A i Books in English 

 A ii Books in other languages 
So I hope you will be able to help by letting me have information about any books 
you know about by or about Czech Jews and Judaica, in print and in English (and 
other languages). Please let me have: 
 

 Title and Author 

 Publisher 

 ISBN number 
 
We hope to include these books for sale in the Scrolls Trust Museum e-shop. 
 
Part B, books now out of print, is also split into two parts, books in English and 
books in other languages and I will be happy also to receive information about all 
such books. 
 
I am also keen to receive unpublished or privately published volumes which you 
are willing to share with the Trust and with the public.  The Trust will put a copy on 
their website for people to download, free of charge.     
 
In this way we will slowly build up what is probably a unique catalogue of all, or at 
least most, books by or about Czech Jews or Czech Judaica.  Czech in this 
context is properly defined as Bohemia and Moravia but we are taking a very 
broad view of what constitutes “Czech” and accept self-identification and/or the 
borders of what was Czechoslovakia.  Equally we will accept a broad range of who 
counts as a Jew in this context 
 
Please let David have any information you have and please ask all your friends 
and family for any books they know about, NOT just about Ostrava 
 
 

http://www.memorialscrollstrust.org/
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Bibracha Group –John Eisner 
 
John wrote looking for information: 

Dear David , thank you for your Newsletters. 

We here in Kibbutz Sarid have formed a committee to record the history and 

promote new ventures with the Czech Republic. 

The first pioneers and forefathers - The Bibracha Group arrived from Moravia 

(including from Ostrava) in 1926-7. I would like to ask if any of the Ostravak 

families in the newsletter circulation have any information or knowledge relating to 

the Bibracha group. 

Many Thanks, 

John Eisner - Kibbutz Sarid 

 

 
 

News of Ostravaks 
 
Eva Erben 
 

In October Eva celebrated her ninetieth 
birthday. 
 
Bis hundertundzwanzig!   
 
ZDF (South German Television) made a 
film about Eva’s life, as she returned to 
many of the places of her childhood and 
her Holocaust experiences. 
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Itzhak Shacham (Shmulowitz) 
 
Tanya Bintcliffe, who has been part of our Ostravak network for many years, passed on 
our name to Itzhak, a cousin of her father’s.  He contacted us about some family photos 
and asking for any further information we might have: 
 

I´m asking for Mr. David Lawson assistance to try to identify the below photos. The 

photos were belong to my parents (Guttman) Leopold Smulovic & Nelly Smulovic. I 

would be very glad if any members of the community would be able to identify the 

personas in the photos or any details they know about the photos, as well as of my 

parents, from the military service period. My father was born in 1913 in Germany in 

the city of Gliewitz. In 1939 he came to England with his brother Hans Shmolowitz 

and volunteered for the British Army. My mother was born in 1925 in the Czech 

Republic in the city of Ceska Lipa and came to England, to Oswestry on one of the 

"Kinder-Transport" trains. She Served in the British Army as an eye nurse. The three 

served the crown until the end of the war 

Regards  Shacham Itzhak  (Israel) 
 

56 photos 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/ZkqqairW597D4JLo9 

 

 

https://photos.app.goo.gl/ZkqqairW597D4JLo9
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As you would expect, Libuše came up with a great deal of information: 
 
Fedor Ferdinand Schmulowitz and the family he came from: 
 
Fedor's (later called Ferdinand) father was named Schmulowitz Haiman (later 
called Henry) was born 1.1.1854 in Przeczisow (Poland) and died 2.4.1932 
Moravská Ostrava. He was a tailor and the family lived in Ostrava-Přívoz. He was 
married three times - the first wife was Růžena maiden name Fleischer 
(*15.8.1850 +1916), second wife was Josefína, maiden name Feiner (*12.11.1861 
+1930) and third wife was Agnes, maiden name Schlesinger (17.6.1893 +1942 
Treblinka). 
He had in total 8 children, but 3 of them died as children. One of the 8 children 
was Fedor Ferdinand. 

 
Schmulowitz Fedor Ferdinand (*19.7.1883 Zabrze, Poland +8.10.1942 
Treblinka). He was a train driver at Czech Railways and lived with his family in 
Ostrava-Přívoz. His wife was Růžena maiden name Fleischer * 9.4.1889 Gleiwitz 
(Poland). It is just coincidence with the name of Haiman´s first wife. 
In 1939 he was deported by the first transport of Jews from Ostrava to Nisko on 
San and after returning to Ostrava he and his wife and children Maxmilian and 
Helena were included in the 2nd transport to the Terezín ghetto and further to c.c 
Treblinka where they perished on October 8, 1942. There were 7 children in the 
family: 
 

1) Leopold (*7.5.1913 Gliwice, Poland), his wife was Nelly born Guttmann 
(*12.2.1925 Česká Lípa). They got married 22.3.1945 in England. He was 
also deported to Nisko, during the war he was in UK, but his life during the 
war is unknown to us. After the war he had son Jiří, (*3.4.1946 Praha).  
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2) Maxmilian (*30.6.1914 Moravská Ostrava +8.10.1942 Treblinka). He was 
single, worked as locksmith and lived with his parents. In 1939 he tried to 
emigrate to San Domingo, but this project failed. 

3) Günter (*1.9.1915 Gliwice, Poland). He was single, worked as a waiter and 
during the war was chased by Gestapo, because in 1936 he worked for 
Czechoslovak intelligence service. He was sentenced to 10 years in prison, 
but his fate is unknown to us. 

4) Walter (*21.4.1918 Ostrava-Přívoz). He was a salesman, single and he was 
also deported to Nisko. His fate is unknown to us.  

5) Edita (*16.9.1919 Ostrava-Přívoz +15.12.1943 Auschwitz). She was single 
and had a child – daughter Helena (*13.1.1940 Praha +15.12.1943 
Auschwitz). Father of the child was Max Stein, who left the country before 
the daughter was born. Edita with her daughter were deported by transport 
Bf from Prague to Theresienstadt and further to Auschwitz, where they 
perished.  

6) Heinz (*10.2.1921 Ostrava-Přívoz). His fate is unknown to us.  
7) Helena (*13.12.1924 Ostrava-Přívoz +8.10.1942 Treblinka). She was single 

and was deported together with her parents.  

If you have any information about the family or any of the photos, please contact 
Monica or David and we will pass the information on to Itzhak. 
 
Barbara Guilford (Buchsbaum) 
 
Barbara has written the story of her (Buchsbaum) family and it has just been 
published:  
 

Dear David and Members of the 2nd generation of Ostravaks, 

I am writing to you to share the happy news that my book about the 

Buchsbaum family from Ostrava, HEART SONGS, A HOLOCAUST 

MEMOIR, is now available on Amazon as an e-book and a paperback.  I attach 

a press release to provide more information and I invite you to visit my website 

at barbaragilford.com. 

Some of you were at the wonderful gathering at the Czech embassy in London 

some years ago, an exciting event for me and my sons.  There is such deep 

pleasure (and a lot of emotion) in meeting others whose parents and 

grandparents were from Ostrava, which my father John Buchsbaum called 

Mahrish Ostrau until his death.  The legacy of the Austro-Hungarian Empire 

didn't end with Czechoslovakia becoming a sovereign country. Food, manners, 

style and a certain sensibility that was more of Vienna than Prague endured 

into my generation. 

Some of you may be writing your own stories of the 1st and 2nd generations.  I 

strongly recommend my publisher, Amsterdam Publishers, in The 

Netherlands.  Nonfiction Holocaust accounts are their niche throughout Europe 

and in English speaking countries and Liesbeth Heenk, publisher, is 

outstanding.  I was lucky to have my book come out under the Amsterdam 

imprint  although they do help writers who want to self-publish. You can 

contact them at:  Info@amsterdampublishers.com. 

 

mailto:Info@amsterdampublishers.com
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Sending my warmest wishes for L'ShanahTovah and a New Year that brings 

the very best of health and peace in all things. 

Barbara 

The press release is shown in Appendix II 
 
Ian Austin 
 

Ian Austin, the son of Fred Austin (né 

Alfred Stiller) z”l who resigned from the 

Labour Party before the last UK 

general election, has recently been 

made a peer. 

 
 
Miriam Morris 
 
Miriam sent us a copy of a drawing by her late father, David Friedmann, to 
celebrate the Festival of Succoth 
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David Friedmann’s earliest discovered 
piece, a 1914 etching produced during his 

Berlin student years and dedicated to his 

patron, director Mr. Silbiger. Friedmann 

studied etching with Hermann Struck and 

painting with Lovis Corinth. The scene 

depicts a gathering under a tent to celebrate 

a holiday. The light of a burning candle 

illuminates the faces encircling the table 

where the rabbi and attendees stand in 

silhouette.  

 

Handwritten dedication: “Meinem verehrten 

Gönner Herrn Dir[ektor] Silbiger 

gewidmet" (Dedicated to my admired patron 

director Silbiger). 

Collections of the Jewish Museum in 

Prague. 

Provenance: received through the 

Treuhandstelle Office between 1942-1945. 

To see more of the artist's work at the JMP: 

http://collections.jewishmuseum.cz/index.ph

p/Search/Index... 

 
Sandi Danciger (Teitelbaum) 
 
Sandi posted a puzzle to us, to find the house her grandfather, Adolf Teitelbaum, 
owned in Frystadt and what happened to it.  She sent the original address and an 
old photograph.  Remarkably, Radan and Libuše were able to find the place and 
the house, which is still standing, as well as their other property in Sokolská Street 
in Ostrava 
 

  

http://collections.jewishmuseum.cz/index.php/Search/Index?search=David%20Friedmann&fbclid=IwAR1-3Xf9vOHSM5hAMnbp94_xiVgEhJBGlKlBydztUp0TULOxMJOUiW54vJo
http://collections.jewishmuseum.cz/index.php/Search/Index?search=David%20Friedmann&fbclid=IwAR1-3Xf9vOHSM5hAMnbp94_xiVgEhJBGlKlBydztUp0TULOxMJOUiW54vJo
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The House in Sokoloská Street (the 
brown building on the left, with rows of 
3 windows) 

 

Stolpersteine 
 
In early October, 9 Stolpersteine were laid in Ostrava in 4 different locations.  Dr 
Zdeněk Sladovník from the Lord Mayor’s office was, as always, of enormous help 
in obtaining all the necessary permits and arranging for the City Engineers to 
make the holes in the pavement and lay the Steine in place.  Of course, Libuše 
had checked the correct locations and Radan was on hand to take photos and 
provide transport.  We are very grateful to all of them. 
 
You can find articles about them in the link: 
https://zpravyzmoravy.cz/kameny-zmizelych-pripominaji-obeti-holokaustu-v-
ostrave-jich-nekolik-pribylo/ 
and you can practice your Czech: 
 

 

 
  

https://zpravyzmoravy.cz/kameny-zmizelych-pripominaji-obeti-holokaustu-v-ostrave-jich-nekolik-pribylo/
https://zpravyzmoravy.cz/kameny-zmizelych-pripominaji-obeti-holokaustu-v-ostrave-jich-nekolik-pribylo/
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We wish all our readers a Happy festive period 
 free of viruses and similar troubles 

 
 
 
 

  

David Lawson 
2 Voysey Close 
LONDON 
N3 3TR 
UK 
Tel: + 44 (0)20 8371 6870 
Email: 
david@lawsonassoc.co.uk  

 

Monica Popper 

28 Exeter Court, 

Maple Road,  
SURBITON,  

Surrey.  
KT6 4AX.  

Tel: +44 (0)207 998 8863 
Email: monsonn@talktalk.net 

mailto:david@lawsonassoc.co.uk
mailto:monsonn@talktalk.net
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Appendix I – Family Albums, contents list 
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Appendix II 
Barbara Guiford’s Press Release: 
 
PRESS RELEASE - FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Date: August 31, 2020 

Contact: (973) 644-4934 or (973) 214-1537 

New Jersey Author Preserves Her Family's Legacy in  

Heart Songs - A Holocaust Memoir 

September 1, 2020 - Imagine finding a treasure that leads you on a journey, 

uncovering the hidden history of family members you had never met. In 

Heart Songs - A Holocaust Memoir, author Barbara Gilford traverses the 

landscape of memory, love and loss after discovering a stack of 57 letters 

wrapped in a frayed ribbon and elegantly handwritten in German. With 

depth and emotion, Gilford breathes new life into the stories of her 

grandmother, aunt and young cousin who perished in the concentration 

camps, and of her father, who escaped. 

Heart Songs takes the reader on an odyssey through Czechoslovakia, Italy and England, 

from her family’s beginnings as book publishers in Ostrava, Czechoslovakia until their tragic and 

haunting deaths at the hands of the Nazis. With excerpts from her grandmother’s letters and the 

book’s poetic prose, the author embraces the power of remembering her family with the awareness 

that their story is her story. 

Gilford began as an educator and award-winning 

journalist, contributing more than 200 articles on dance to The 

New York Times. She subsequently maintained a 25-year 

clinical practice in psychotherapy before writing Heart Songs. 

Trauma, loss and suffering in her clients engendered in her a 

deep appreciation for the strength and resilience embedded in 

the human psyche and spirit.  

Gilford also uncovers the unique legacy of the second 

generation of Holocaust survivors, a legacy that calls on her professional experience as a 

psychotherapist. Many of the second generation carry an inheritance of their parents’ inability to 

grieve their lost families, often experienced through secrets and silence about their relatives. In 

Heart Songs she writes, “Coming to terms with tragedy is an ongoing process. We don’t ‘get over’ 

our losses but we learn to live with them.”  

Filled with many photographs and transportive settings, Heart Songs offers a personal lens 

that illuminates Gilford’s family and carries a message of the enduring power of love and memory.  
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For more information about Heart Songs visit www.barbaragilford.com. Heart Songs - A 

Holocaust Memoir, published by Amsterdam Publishers, is available as a Kindle e-book and in 

print on Amazon: getbook.at/HeartSongs and at bookstores worldwide.  

 

Praise for Heart Songs: 

“Starting with a discovery of letters, the author takes us on a journey filled with her family’s 

tragedies and triumphs during history’s darkest days, finally emerging in the redeeming power of 

love, faith and memory.” 

– Ken Shuldman, Author of Jazz Survivor, The Story of Louis Bannet, Horn Player of Auschwitz 

 

 

 

http://www.barbaragilford.com/
http://getbook.at/HeartSongs

